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Statement of Spokesman for United Front 

Department of C.C., WPK 

Pyongyang, June 5 (KCNA) -- A spokesman of the United Front Department of the Central 

Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea published a statement on Friday. 

The statement reads: 

Today, our people are feeling towering rage and disgust towards the act of scattering anti-DPRK 

leaflets by the "defectors from the north" and the south Korean authorities' connivance at it. 

Though it is wise to avoid things filthy, it is hard to contain fury towards mongrel dogs which dare 

faulted the dignity of our supreme leadership and went out of control to fly dirty trash to our sacred 

area. 

Reflecting the enragement of our people, Kim Yo Jong, first vice department director of the Central 

Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea, issued a statement on June 4 giving a very meaningful 

warning to those human scum and the south Korean authorities who left the thing to take its own 

course to properly understand the gravity and catastrophic aftereffect of the situation and to do 

what they should do. 

However, the attitude of the southern neighbor towards this is quite extraordinary. 



The south side seems to be used to give a favorable interpretation of dreams. First, it construed the 

statement as a threat to it and then foolishly analyzed that it is a hidden message proposing the 

south side to come out for exchange and cooperation first. With time it, saying that though leaflets 

were scattered ten times last year and three times this year the north side has called the recent one 

into particular question, has a pipe dream that the north seems to hope for dialogue and 

negotiations. 

What stunned us is that a spokesperson for the "Ministry of Unification" made a senseless remark 

that the leaflet-scattering should be stopped as most of the leaflets scattered by the "defectors from 

the north" fall in the area of the south side to pollute the ecological environment in the area of the 

south side along the Military Demarcation Line and have bad impact on the life and living conditions 

of the inhabitants. 

The south side has gone so impudent as to claim that it has long taken a measure for preventing the 

leaflet-scattering to fundamentally defuse tension along the line where both sides stand in 

confrontation and that an efficient plan for improving the system was under examination in a bid to 

give impression that the inglorious incident happened by mistake. 

Nowhere can there be found even slight regret or a will not to take useless acts of escalating tension 

again. 

We clearly know that it is not just a drunken frenzy of a man, being unaware of the fact that the 

recent incident amounts to the serious abrogation of the historic declaration and agreements made 

before the nation and a thoughtless act of stoking hostility and tension. 

Before caviling at others, they should read each word and phrase of the statement, recalling that it 

was a warning issued by the first vice department director looking after the affairs with south Korea. 

If they fall short of understanding its meaning, they must be ignorant imbeciles and if they feign 

ignorance, they must be the meanest bastards. 

First Vice Department Director Kim Yo Jong Friday gave instructions to the field in charge of the 

affairs with south Korea to start examination for the technical implementation of the content 

mentioned in the statement. 



It was May 31 when the anti-DPRK leaflets were openly flown but the nonstop disposal of dirty 

rubbish from the south side has exhausted us so much as to come to a clearer conclusion that 

enemies are enemies after all. 

We do not hide that we have had long in mind decisive measures to fundamentally remove all 

provocations from the south and to completely shut down and remove all the contact leverage with 

the south side. 

As the first thing, we will definitely withdraw the idling north-south joint liaison office housed in the 

Kaesong Industrial Zone to be followed by effectuation of various measures which we had already 

implied. 

The south Korean authorities are belatedly making a little more advanced excuses, claiming they are 

reviewing a bill for stopping leaflet-scattering. Then does it mean that they signed the agreement in 

the military field on halting all the hostile acts in the areas along the Military Demarcation Line with 

no definite guarantees like such a bill. 

Then even though we start things that can be annoyance to the south in the area bordering it, it will 

be left with no words until the bill is adopted and put into effect. 

We are about to start the work that can hurt the south side soon to make it suffer from annoyance. 

Our determination is to follow as far as the evil cycle of the confrontation leads while facing the 

situation squarely, because our path is always straight. 

The south willing to pull down a tower which is hard to build is now keen on turning nightmare into 

a reality. So will there be any need to stop it. 

It is our stand that it is better to remove and break things which would finally be removed and 

broken. -0- 

Statement of Spokesman for International 

Department of C.C., WPK 



Pyongyang, June 4 (KCNA) -- Rodong Sinmun Thursday carried a statement released by a 

spokesman for the International Department of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of 

Korea (WPK) on June 3. 

The state reads as follows: 

U.S. State Secretary Pompeo when interviewed by the U.S. media on May 31 termed China an actual 

threat. Saying that threat from China stems from the idea of the Communist Party, he reeled off 

rubbish that the U.S. would work with its partners in the West to make the world of the next century 

the one of the West where the U.S. "liberal democracy" rules. 

It is not the first time that he said nonsense about China over the issues of Hong Kong, Taiwan, 

human rights and trade disputes. What should not be overlooked here is that he slandered the 

leadership of the Communist Party of China (CPC) over socialism. 

Branding the socialism led by the Communist Party as a dictatorship destroying the Western style 

idea, democracy and view on value, he cried out for building the world of the U.S. and the West free 

from the rule by the CPC. His nonsensical remarks indicate the intention to do the same thing to 

socialism in the DPRK led by the WPK. 

Pompeo, who has been deeply engrossed in espionage and plot-breeding against other countries, 

has become too ignorant to discern where the sun rises and where it sets. 

He said that the Communist Party today is different from the one a decade ago, which shows his 

acknowledgement of socialism getting stronger under the guidance of the Communist Party and 

that he is nervous over the plight of the U.S. on the downhill side. 

Demonstrators enraged by the extreme racists throng even to the White House. This is the reality in 

the U.S. today. American liberalism and democracy put the cap of leftist on the demonstrators and 

threaten to unleash even dogs for suppression. 

Pompeo ought not to have such a pipe dream of undermining the Communist Party and socialism on 

their long victorious drive as what the successive rulers of the U.S. dreamt. -0- 



Kim Yo Jong Rebukes S. Korean Authorities for 

Conniving at Anti-DPRK Hostile Act of "Defectors 

from North" 

Pyongyang, June 4 (KCNA) -- Kim Yo Jong, first vice department director of the Central Committee 

of the Workers' Party of Korea, Thursday issued a statement warning against the gravity of the 

situation as regards a senseless act of scattering anti-DPRK leaflets in the frontline areas by the 

"defectors from the north". 

The full text of the statement reads: 

On May 31 I heard a report that so-called "defectors from the north" scattered hundreds of 

thousands of anti-DPRK leaflets into the areas of our side from the frontline areas. 

What matters is that those human scum hardly worth their value as human beings had the temerity 

of faulting our supreme leadership and citing "nuclear issue". 

I wonder if the world knows what kind of riff-raffs those foolish "defectors from the north" are. 

It is height of irony. Those fool who are almost illiterate wanted to talk about "nuclear issue" though 

they know no concept about it. This is like "a shop-boy near a temple chanting a sutra untaught". 

Human scum little short of wild animals who betrayed their own homeland are engrossed in such 

unbecoming acts to imitate men. They are sure to be called mongrel dogs as they bark in where they 

should not. 

Now that the mongrel dogs are doing others harm, it is time to bring their owners to account. 

I would like to ask the south Korean authorities if they are ready to take care of the consequences 

of evil conduct done by the rubbish-like mongrel dogs who took no scruple to slander us while 

faulting the "nuclear issue" in the meanest way at the most untimely time. 

I detest those who feign ignorance or encourage more than those who move to do others harm. 



The south Korean authorities must be aware of the articles of the Panmunjom Declaration and the 

agreement in the military field in which both sides agreed to ban all hostile acts including 

leaflet-scattering in the areas along the Military Demarcation Line. 

There should be a certain degree of discretion, however deep the north-south hostile relations are 

and however much hostility the south harbors against its fellow countrymen in the north. 

It is hard to understand how such sordid and wicked act of hostility is tolerated in the south at a time 

as now. 

Before long the nation is to commemorate the 20th anniversary of the June 15 joint declaration. If 

such an act of evil intention committed before our eyes is left to take its own course under the 

pretext of "freedom of individuals" and "freedom of expression", the south Korean authorities must 

face the worst phase shortly. 

If they truly value the north-south agreements and have a will to thoroughly implement them, they 

should clear their house of rubbish, before thoughtlessly blowing the "supporting" bugle. 

Before making lame excuses, they should at least make a law to stop the farce of human scum to 

take thoroughgoing preventive measures against any inglorious things. 

Clearly speaking, the south Korean authorities will be forced to pay a dear price if they let this 

situation go on while making sort of excuses. 

If they fail to take corresponding steps for the senseless act against the fellow countrymen, they had 

better get themselves ready for possibility of the complete withdrawal of the already desolate 

Kaesong Industrial Park following the stop to tour of Mt. Kumgang, or shutdown of the north-south 

joint liaison office whose existence only adds to trouble, or the scrapping of the north-south 

agreement in military field which is hardly of any value. 

Good faith and reconciliation can never go together with hostility and confrontation. 

They must have seen it several times in the world - expectation turning into hopelessness and hope 

ending in nothing. So they had better do what they should do if they do not want to face the worst 

phase. -0- 

	


